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PREFACE

This book is an outcome of the training programme conducted on 

“Investigatory Projects in Physics at the +2 level” held during January/ 

February 2001, for the +2 teachers of Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The objective 

of the programme was to identify some areas of investigation, devise 

experiments and examine if they are workable and can be adopted in our 

schools. The projects suggested in this book are an outcome of the tryout by 

the participants keeping the constraints of the school laboratories in mind.

The investigations suggested in this book are by no means complete. 

One can always think of improving the techniques such that they suit the 

conditions in the school and alternative approaches to the solution of the 

projects could be tried out. While conducting of the projects, new problems 

and new lines of investigation may become evident. In fact, these have been 

suggested under “Suggestions for further investigation” in the following pages. 

We fervently hope that these will be taken up and in the process additional 

investigations will open themselves up.

The experiments suggested herein involve at least one principle in 

Physics. While teachers discuss the investigations they need to draw the

students’ attention to these. This will enable the students to have firsthand

experience of the principles in action. The pedagogic value of this in aiding 

meaningful learning need not be overemphasized.

We hope that the experiments outlined here will generate many more 

new ideas for investigation.

Dr. P.R. LALITHA
Project Coordinator
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INVESTIGATORY LABORATORIES - A PREFERRED 
APPROACH TO TEACHING SCIENCE

Science Education at the +2 level must lead to meaningful 

learning. Unfortunately, however, a vast majority of science 

programs are textbook driven. The discipline of science has 

laboratory lessons invariably accompanying it but little do we 

capitalize on it. What is the role of laboratory sessions? How is 

it being conducted in a traditional set up ? What should be the 

desired role of laboratory sessions, especially during the 

introductory course in basic science in relation to (i) the nature of 

science, and (ii) the theory of learning ?

Science as “process” and “product”

Science is empirical based on observation or experiment 

and not on theory. It regards sense data as valid data and derives 

knowledge from experience alone. Science is basically a human 

activity aimed at exploring and understanding the various and 

numerous interactions that take place around us and to discover 

the basic natural laws that govern these interactions. Any activity 

starts with sense perceptions. Sometimes, the sense perception 

is subjective. To make it objective instruments are used. Very 

often it is aided and enhanced by using instruments like the 

telescope, microscope, etc. In order that the activity progresses 

we need to quantify and establish relationships among related 

physical quantities. This requires design of experiments, making



measurements, collection and recording/tabulatina of data in an 

organized manner. The data is then analysed and conclusions are 

drawn. The conclusions drawn are termed ‘products’ of science 

and the method involved leading from observation to the product 

is termed the "process” of science.

Organisation in Science

As products gather there arises a need to "organize” them 

such that it is convenient to handle them. This is best done in a 

theory class. The following paradigm can be used for 

“organization".
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The ultimate objective in science therefore is to put forward 

theories which when working backwards can explain facts, 

principles, etc. The steps followed above can be represented 

schematically as

Laboratory work 4k Classroom
(Experiment) (Theory)

The two way relationship shown in this relation arises due to 

the predictive values of the models/theme constructed. To unify 

the predictions one needs to go back to experiments.

Science - An Activity

The nature of science and its organization described above, 

is a human endeavour which involves both physical and mental

activities.

i) Physical Activity: involves making keen observations 

and taking measurements. It involves designing of 

experiments, setting up of apparatus, handling of 

instruments, taking readings. In short it refers to the

development of practical skills.

ii) Mental Activity: When the stimuli that fall on our senses 

are internalized learning takes place and products are 

formed. The process of internalization proceeds as

shown below.

Stimuli----- ► Senses --------------------------------► Percepts
(information
processing)

(go to the brain)

▼

growth/refinement ◄----------- Concept
of concepts in the light formulation
of new evidence
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During information processing mental activities are involved 

at various levels of the cognitive domain:

Knowledge -> recall, recognize

Understanding -> citing new examples, classification, comparing,
Discriminating, seeing relationships, drawing 
Inference (inductive), interpreting, verifying etc.

Application -> (Generally associated with new situations)
Formulating hypothesis, giving reasons, drawing 
Inference (deductive logic), predicting and so on.

Information processing, therefore trains one to think freely, 

independently rationally and creatively (or a bit differently).

How should we organize laboratory work?

How is laboratory work handled traditionally/ Usually a list 

of experiments is prepared. The aim is either one of determining 

a physical quantity or a verification of a law. Detailed instruction 

is given or “fill in the blanks” type instruction sheets are provided. 

Formula is just stated or even the precautions to be taken are 

dictated. There is no discussion of the possible errors and

sources of error in the measurements, how to minimize them, how

to express the result taking into account the errors in the 

experiments, etc. Students are expected to strictly follow the 

procedure and arrive at the expected results. There is no scope 

for students to involve themselves mentally in the process. Very 

rarely these experiments form the basis of the theoretical 

discussions that take place in the classrooms. Laboratory

sessions are as a matter of fact conducted as a sort of “ritual” to

satisfy the curricular requirement.
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Can we change this situation? Can laboratory work be 

conducted in an intellectually stimulating environment and as a 

source for theoretical discussions especially in the introductory 

courses in basic sciences? How do we go about doing this ?

Method of Investigation

1. Objective needs to be changed from the traditional ones to 

that of solving problems. Science has a unique way/method 

of solving problems, the so called method of science/

scientific method.

2. Suitably prepared ‘instruction sheets’ which provide 

direction to students should be provided, as teachers will 

not be in a position to direct all the students personally at a

time.

3. students should record the data and results indicating the 

uncertainties in the measurements to being with in terms of 

“significant” figures/numbers.

4. Students should be encouraged to identify the sources of 

error, methods of reducing/eliminating the errors and 

suggestions for further investigations and theoretical

discussions.

It would be appropriate at this juncture to illustrate the 

problem solving technique and the nature of the instruction sheet 

etc. with reference to the first scientific investigation in the history 

of science conducted by Galileo.
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Problem : The motion of freely falling bodies

Step I : Cite many examples of things in motion. What can 

you say regarding the motion of things? Can we investigate all 

these at once ? Can we select one moving object for attention, 

something typical and manageable?

Step II: Consider a body released from a height? What is its

path? Suppose you imagine a set of coordinate axes x', y’, z', 

rigidly fixed to it. What is the orientation of these axes with 

respect to the set of axes x. y. z associated with an observer on 

the ground? [The path is a straight line and the body has a 

translatory motion]. Let us investigate the motion of the body in

free fall.

Step III: What are the physical quantities to be considered

while studying the motion of a body ? What can you guess 

regarding (i) the change in position, (ii) change in speed of the 

body in equal intervals of time? Could we study the change in 

speed as a function of distance traveled? What assumptions can 

be made regarding the motion of a body in free fall? (Convenient 

to study). How is one led to the assumption? (intuition, common

sense reasoning).

State the assumptions/hypotheses

[Note: Should we take up the question at this stage as to why it 

accelerates. In science we consider only one aspect at a time 

and when it is solved, we proceed to the next].
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Step IV: [Earlier to Galileo the study stopped at this stage. 

Galileo thought a little differently and looked for experimental 

confirmation of his hypothesis]. Mathematically, how is 

acceleration defined/Suppose, the body starts from rest, what is 

the expression for the acceleration? To prove the hypothesis, 

what is to be proved?

How about measuring the instantaneous velocity at the end 

of a time-interval ? What about the time taken for a body falling 

from a great height of a multi storied building ? Can the 

hypothesis be tested directly ?

Step V : Can we express the acceleration in terms of an easily

measurable quantity like displacement and time.

Recall the equation of motion containing s and t. (Why not 

that connecting s and v?).

Define uniformly accelerated motion.

Step VI: Can we go for a direct test? What about the 

measurements that can be done with reasonable accuracy ? 

Galileo had to make a new hypothesis. He reasoned that if a 

freely falling body has an acceleration that is constant, then a 

perfectly round ball rolling down a perfectly smooth inclined plane 

must also have a constant acceleration (though smaller).

Step VII: Suggest the method of collecting data. Set up the 

apparatus. The environmental influence on the rolling sphere has

to be reduced to a minimum. What is that influence and how can

you reduce it?
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Make Measurements

Think of a way of tabulating and recording data.

What can you do to reduce the error in the measurements? 

Analyse the data (graphically or arithmetically). Draw conclusions. 

How well does the agreement have to be?

Step VIII: How can you relate the motion on an inclined surface

to free fall? What further investigations are required? How would 

you proceed?

Step IX : How valid is the procedure? with respect to

i) Measurement of time - what are the errors in it?

ii) Large extrapolation involved

iii) Increase in angle of inclination. How is the rolling 

affected? (Sliding takes place in addition to rolling).

Consequences of Galileo’s work on motion

1. Galileo showed the acceleration to be constant for a body in 

free fall. He never attempted to determine the value of the

acceleration.
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2. Galileo developed a mathematical theory of accelerated 

motion (s/t2 is a constant).

What predictions about motion could be derived?

[Hint: Define acceleration as the rate of change of speed in a 

given space. In equation : v2 - u2 = 2 as. for a body with u = 0, 

v2/s = constant for a body with uniform acceleration].

3. The significance of Galileo’s work is that it paved the way for 

the development of a new kind of Physics - solving a problem 

in science. The heart of this approach is that the cycle is 

repeated as often as necessary. Gould you identify the steps?

General Observation -> hypothesis -> Mathematical analysis 

Experimental test -> modification of hypothesis as necessary in the light

of the test and so forth.

Advantages

1. The process of proposing and testing hypothesis is not only 

useful in science but also in other disciplines, including the 

problems that we face in real life.

2. Training in this method results in the training of the mind in 

“processing of information” enabling one to think freely, 

independently and creatively.

3. This training is the most important method of inculcating 

scientific attitude/ scientific temper in students.

9



THE PLAN AND PERFORMANCE OF INVESTIGATIONS

Laboratory experiments with suitable modification can be 

assigned to students as investigatory projects. The idea for an 

investigation may originate either from something read in a book,

an observation made in the immediate environment or while

something is taught in a class. Questions like, does the time 

period of a simple pendulum depend on the mass of the bob? 

Does it depend on the amplitude? Does it depend on the length 

of the pendulum? What happens if the pendulum is made to 

swing in a magnetic field? Does the strength of the field affect 

the oscillation of the pendulum, may arise during a lesson on 

oscillatory motion/simple pendulum. To some of these questions, 

answers may not be available in textbooks. Such questions can 

become a problem for investigation. Problems may require 

looking into qualitative aspects or quantitative measurements or 

both. While investigating the quantitative aspects of a 

phenomenon it would be necessary to identify at least two 

variables and find out whether a mathematical relationship exists

between them. Experimentation may reveal the exact nature of 

the relationship. For example, in the case of the pendulum, that 

the time period varies directly as the square root of the length can 

be investigated through the experiments designed.

Statement of the problem in a manner so that its principal 

features are focused is the next step. The problem should be so
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stated that it gives direction to the investigation. In the case of 

the pendulum, the problem can be stated as : If the length of the 

pendulum is increased or decreased its time period changes. 

Hidden in this statement is the hypothesis that the period of the 

pendulum depends on the length. One can also predict that as 

the length of the pendulum increases the period increases. This 

prediction is however verifiable. Therefore, the statement of a 

problem contains both the hypothesis and a prediction following 

from it which can be experimentally verified, as experimentation is

basic to an investigation.

Experiments designed to investigate a problem should be 

such that the results obtained are clearly interpretable. This 

requires identification of variables which can be suitably 

controlled. Techniques adopted for measurement should yield 

fairly accurate results though it is difficult to aim at a high degree 

of precision in student investigations. However, emphasis need to 

be laid on significant figures.

Possible errors that can creep in and their sources should

be preferably located so that steps can be taken to adopt 

corrective measures in the initial stages itself. Some however,

manifest themselves during experimentation which can be 

handled as and when they arise. For example in the pendulum 

experiment care should be taken to set it up in a place where air 

currents are not present. Suitable devices are to be chosen for
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measurement of time. One needs to ponder over the sensitivity of 

the measuring device.

Experimentation involves apparatus. Hence making a list of 

the materials required becomes imperative before doing an 

experiment. Convenient methods of recording data and necessary 

tabular columns should also be decided. This helps in conducting

the investigation in a well organized manner.

Measurements should be recorded as they are actually 

observed and not be influenced by the hypothesis. They should 

not lack objectivity. Data collected should be recorded 

methodically to aid interpretation. If an experiment involves two 

variables, then their values should be so placed such that the 

relationship between them is obvious/readily seen. In the 

pendulum experiment the time period should be recorded/ 

alongside the length. Suitable analysis of the data by trying out 

various relationships between L & T or a graph can be drawn to 

arrive at an exact relationship. At times in an investigation, when 

the results are analysed, one may find that the result does not 

agree with the hypothesis. In such situations, either the 

hypothesis or the experiments can be suitably modified and the 

cycle of activities started again.

Finally the results and conclusions of an investigation 

should be presented as a report. The report should consist of the 

theoretical background, the problem and its origin and the 

approach adopted in solving it. This should be followed by a list
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of the materials, description of the experimental set up and a brief 

experimental procedure (steps involved in the experiment). The 

results of the experiment should be neatly tabulated and the 

method of calculation clearly indicated. The discussion should 

contain an interpretation of the results in the light of the known 

principles and an explanation of the findings. This enables a 

person to carry out the same investigation and compare the result 

with that of the original investigator, either supporting or 

disproving the results obtained. Suggestions for improvement of 

the experimental design or further experimentation can be 

included. A list of reference materials used - books, periodicals 

need to be listed.(Sample reports are included in the Appendices)

The investigations presented in the following pages were 

planned and thoroughly discussed during a training programme 

organized at RIE, Mysore for teachers of +2 level of Kerala and 

Tamil Nadu in the month of January/ February 2001. Preliminary 

trials have indicated that the experiments can be performed with 

materials available in the schools or with little improvisation. 

However, there are a number of ways in which experiments can 

be modified/improved. If the examples given herein generates 

ideas for new investigations then their purpose is served.
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INVESTIGATION NO. 1

Title • Uniform Motion

Problem To study the motion of an air bubble.

Materials Burette filled with water and having an air bubble

required enclosed in i t, metre scale and stop watch, stand.

Procedure ■'i

£

/

z
0u

Take a burette filled with water and an air bubble

enclosed in it. For a known inclination of the

burette determine the time required for the bubble

to travel different distances. Tabulate the readings

suitably and draw the distance time graph.

Discussion Discuss uniform motion in the theory class.

Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. How does the bubble move ? Relate its motion to the speed.

2. What is the nature of the graph obtained ?

3. What type of motion does the air bubble execute ?

4. What happens to the speed of the bubble on changing the 
inclination of the tube ?

5. Repeat the experiment for different liquids and different 
inclination.
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INVESTIGATION NO. 2

Title • Surface Tension

Problem Study of the relationship between surface tension

and concentration of solute.

Materials

required

Beaker, water, detergent powder, travelling

microscope, capillary tube.

Procedure With the apparatus set up as in the capillary rise

experiment determine the heights to which the

liquid column rises in the capillary tube for different

concentrations of the soap solution. Observe how

the surface tension varies with concentration of

solute.

Discussion Discuss the theory of capillary rise in the class.
i

Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. How does surface tension vary with concentration of the solute?

2. Do the experiment for different solutions using different salts and

solute.
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INVESTIGATION NO. 3

Title • Collision in one dimension

Problem Study of the conservation of momentum and
i

kinetic

energy in a collision of two hard spheres head-on

in one dimension.

Materials • Ramp with scale fixed, two hard identical spheres.

required plumb line, scale, drawing board, drawing pens,

tracing paper. carbon paper, G clamp.

Procedure
- Irc'i derrt 5p^ere

G\ C Icimp
/forget Sphere.

4-— plumb l'i

1 s.J
< X 0

cjva wir>g
1 \

b oard \\

The apparatus is set up as shown in figure. Place

the carbon paper with carbon side up on the

drawing board. Over that place the tracing paper. B

is the bullet sphere and T is the target sphere.
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Turn the adjustable screw such that it is at the

same level as the ramp and in line with the groove

on it. Adjust the distance between the edge of the

ramp and centre of the set screw to be around 1.5

D where D is the diameter of any hard sphere.

Keep the target sphere T on the set screw. Mark

the position of the plumb line. Holding the bullet

ball at different heights on the ramp release it. |

Note the position T’ where the target sphere hits ,

the drawing board. Record the readings of the

height and the length of vector (OT'= RT) joining

the different points T’ at which the target ball

strikes the drawing board and the position of the

plumb line at 0. Tabulate the readings.

Now lower the set screw and release the bullet ball

from the same heights as in step 1. Note the

position B and draw the corresponding vector (OB).

Measure its length RB. Tabulate alongside the

values of Rt and compare. Also find R2 and Rh
T B

Discussion Collision is one dimension is to be discussed in

theory class.
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Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. What is momentum (p) ?

2. What type of a physical quantity is it ?

3. What physical quantities are to be measured to calculate 
momentum ?

4. What happens to the bullet sphere after collision ? What does the 
bullet sphere transfer to the target sphere ?

5. What is the initial momentum of sphere B ? sphere T ? before 
collision.

6. A stop watch is not given, then how will you measure the 
momentum of sphere B before collision, and sphere T after 
collision.

7. The sphere T behaves like a horizontally projected body ? Which 
observable and measurable quantity can we consider as a 
measure of the momentum.

8. What is the range ‘R’ basically a measure of ?

9. Which other physical quantity does it represent assuring masses 
of B and T are the same ?

10. What does R2 represent ?

11. How do the vectors Rt and RB compare ?

12. What inferences can you draw from these data ?

13. What results would you expect if the masses of the spheres are 
different ?

14. Investigate what happens if the two spheres collide at an angle.

18



INVESTIGATION NO 4

Title

Problem

Materials

required

Procedure

Magnetic fiela of a current carrying conductor.

Study of the strength of the magnetic field due to

solenoid as a function of current.

Bar magnet (weak), solenoid having suitable 

number of turns, plug key. ammeter, rheostat, 

power supply and connecting wires.

Set up the apparatus as shown in the figure. Note 

the pointer reading before the passage of current. 

Note the readings of the balance on passing 

different currents through the solenoid. Tabulate 

the readings of the ammeter (current) and the
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readings in the balance in a suitable tabular

column and compute the force by taking the

difference between the readings of the balance for

successive values of the current. Plot a graph

between E and F. Draw inferences about the nature

of the dependence of these two variables.

Discussion Discuss the magnetic effect of a current carrying

conductor in the class.

Suggestions for further investigation and additional questions

1. Perform the experiment by changing the core of the solenoid.

2. What happens to the force if the number of turns of the solenoid

is increased ?

3. Predict what might happen to the force experienced by the 

magnet if it is placed inside the solenoid ?

4. Does a change in the material of the wire used to prepare the 

solenoid with known number of turns have any effect on the force 

experienced by the magnet ?

20



INVESTIGATION NO. 5

Title

Problem

Materials

required

Procedure

Magnetic force of a bar magnet.

Study of the dependence of magnetic force on

distance

or

Study of the variation of magnetic force with

distance.

Laboratory stand (wooden), long and strong bar 

magnet, glass slides, gem clips.

The apparatus is set up as shown in the figure. 

Magnetic force is measured in terms of the number 

of clips that are to be added at the lower end of the
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glass slide so that it just falls. The experiment is

repeated by increasing the number of glass slides

in steps of one till six slides are used. The number

of slides and the number of gem clips added such

that it just gets detached is recorded in a tabular

column. A graph of the number of slides versus the

number of gem clips is drawn and conclusions

drawn about how the magnetic force due to the bar

magnetic varies with distance.

Discussion The inverse square nature of magnetic force is

used to discuss the results in this investigation.

Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. How can you obtain a straight line graph from your observations ?

2. Repeat the experiment with slides of different materials.
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INVESTIGATION NO. 6

Title Variation of resistance of a wire with its length.

Problem Study of the relationship between the resistance of

a wire and its length.

Materials

required

Resistance wires of different lengths, resistance

box 1 to 10 H. galvanometer, battery, metre scale.

metre bridge, rheostat, plug key.

Procedure

Using the principle of the Wheatstone Network 

make connections in the metre bridge. Determine 

the resistance of the wire of known length by 

measuring the balancing length. Repeat the 

experiment for different lengths of the wire. 

Suitably tabulate the readings. Draw a graph
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between length of the wire and the corresponding

values of the resistance.

Discussion Discuss Kirchoff's laws. Discuss the Wheatstone

network and how the relation used to calculate the

resistance is obtained.

Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. What is the nature of the graph obtained ? Does it pass through 

the origin ?

2. Does the resistance of the wire vary if its area of cross-section is 

changed keeping its length a constant ? Investigate.

3. What happens to the resistance of the wire of a particular length

of its temperature is increased ?

4. Does the resistance of a wire of a particular length and area of 

cross section vary if its material is changed ?

5. What are the sources of error in this investigation ?
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INVESTIGATION NO. 7

Title Variation of resistance with temperature

Problem : Study of the dependence of the resistance of the

given wire on temperature.

Materials : Metrebridge. resistance box. water bath.

required galvanometer, heater. thermometer, battery, '

rheostat, plugkey.

Procedure

The connections in the metrebridge are made using 

the principle of the Wheatstone network. The

resistance of the wire is determined at different

temperatures by determining the corresponding 

balancing lengths. A graph of resistance vs.

temperature is drawn.

<

fl

«
«
4
4
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Discussion The relation Rt = R0(1+at) needs to be discussed in

the class.

Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. What is the nature of the graph ?

2. What does the intercept indicate ?

3. Do the experiment for coils of different material keeping the 

length the same ?

26



INVESTIGATION NO. 8

Title Power delivered in a DC circuit.

Problem a. Study of the relation between output power

external resistance R in a DC circuit.

b. Study the relation between efficiency q

external resistance (load resistance) R of a

and

and

DC
i

circuit.

Materials

required

Procedure

A cell, key, ammeter, voltmeter, resistance box.

Connect the circuit as shown in the diagram. 

Record the ammeter and voltmeter readings for

different values of the load resistance R in the

resistance box. Tabulate the readings of R, A and
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V and compute the input power and output power in

Watts. Also compute the efficiency. Plot a graph of

vs. R.

Discussion Discuss how the relations for

(1) Power output Pout = i2R

2£
(2) Power input P,n =........

R + r

Pout 1
(3) Efficiency q =...... =...............

Pin 1 + r/R

are obtained in the theory class. From this show

how the internal resistance ‘r’ of the cell can be

determined.

Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. What is the nature of the graph obtained by plotting rj vs. R ?

2. How does r| vary with R ?

3. For what value of R is the efficiency a maximum ?

4. When does maximum power transfer take place ?

5. Try the same investigation with electronic circuits.
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INVESTIGATION NO. 9

Title

Problem

Materials

required

Procedure

Mechanics: Simple Harmonic Motion

Study of

(i) the change in time period of oscillations 

produced in a liquid column in a U-tube with the 

length of the liquid column.

(ii) Damped oscillations.

Transparent plastic U-tube of length 2 metres and 

diameter 2 cm. laboratory stand with clamp, stop 

watch, water, adhesive tape, graph paper.

Tapiv
Scale.

The apparatus is set up as shown in the diagram 

and the length of the liquid column is measured.
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The time for 5-10 oscillations is determined using a

stop watch. The experiment is repeated for

different lengths of the liquid column and the data

is recorded in a suitable tabular column. A graph of

L vs. T and L vs. T2 is drawn to arrive at the exact

relationship between L and T.

For a particular length of the liquid column the

maximum displacement of the water level on either

side of the equilibrium position is noted down

during the successive oscillations. Suitable graphs

are drawn between T and the maximum

displacement on either side of the equilibrium

position.

Discussion
/21

The equation T= tt / --- should be discussed in
J 9

the class using the ideas of simple harmonic

motion. Also explanation for the graph obtained for

damped oscillations should be discussed and the

nature of the decay inferred.
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Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. The experiment can be repeated with different liquids with less 

viscosity like kerosene oil and methylated spirit. What is the 

advantage of using these liquids ?

2. If the graph of L vs. T2 does not pass through the origin but gives 

an intercept what factors can be attributed to such an

observation?

3. What similarities do you observe between the simple pendulum

and the liquid column ?
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INVESTIGATION NO. 10

Title

Problem

Materials

required

Procedure

Exponential decay

To study the functional dependence on time of the 

height ‘h’ of a water column in a vertical glass

tube.

Burette, capillary tube, metre scale, stand, beaker.

stop clock.

Set up the apparatus as shown in the figure. Note

the initial level of water. Allow the water to flow out

of the capillary tube and note down the height at 

the end of every 30 sec interval until ‘h’ drops
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below 10 cm. Time and height measurement should

begin with the first drop from the capillary tube.

Tabulate the time and height readings suitably and

draw a graph between ‘h’ and time *t’.

Discussion Discuss the relation h = hoe'Kt in the class and how

this can be related to the nature of radioactive

decay.

Suggestions for further investigation and questions

1. What is the nature of the curve obtained ?

2. What relation does the curve obey ?

3. To arrive at the relation between ‘h’ and ‘t’ measure the time 

required for *h’ to drop from its initial value to half its value, 1/4th 

of the initial value and 1 /8of the initial value. Again plot a graph 

between ‘h’ and *t’ and compare.

4. How will you use the results of this investigation to explain 

radioactive decay ?
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SUGGESTED INVESTIGATORY PROJECTS

1. Dependence of extension on load for a spiral spring.

2. Dependence of the angle of deviation on angle of incidence for a 

prism.

3. Dependence of refractive index of the material of the prism on 

wavelength.

4. Dependence of illuminating power of a bulb on distance.

5. Dependence of voltage on current through a resistor.

6. Study of the variation of resistance with temperature of a

thermistor.

7. Study of the variation of magnetic field with distance along the 

axis of a circular coil carrying current.

8. Dependence of emissivity on the nature of the surface.

9. Dependence of pressure of a gas on temperature at constant

volume.

10. Study of the dependence of thermo-emf of a thermocouple on 

temperature.

11. Study of the current frequency relation for a capacitor at 

constant voltage.

12. Study of the dependence of the output of a secondary of the

transformer on the number of turns.
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13. Dependence of refractive index on the nature of the liquid using 

a hollow prism and spectrometer.

14. Study of the period of torsional oscillations on the material and 

length of a wire.

15. Dependence of period on distance from the C.G. for a bar

pendulum.
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APPENDIX I
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FACTORS ON WHICH

THE INDUCED EMF DEPENDS

Aim: To investigate how the induced emf varies with
• the velocity of the bar magnet
• time period of oscillation of the bar magnet
• the number of turns of the coil through which the magnet passes.

Introduction:

The basic principle of generation of alternating emf is electromagnetic induction 
discovered by Michael Faraday. This phenomenon is the production of an induced emf in 
the circuit caused by a change in the magnetic flux linking the circuit.

Faraday's experiment

In his experiment Faraday used two coils of insulated copper wire 1 and 2 wound 
on a wooden core. The two coils were not connected to each other. Coil 1 had a battery' E 
and a key S in series while coil 2 had a galvanometer in its circuit.

Faraday observed that the needle in the galvanometer connected to coil 2 
deflected as soon as the key S was closed. The same thing happened as soon as the key S 
was opened, but this time the needle moved in the opposite direction. However, when the 
key in coil 1 was kept closed and a steady current flowed through it. the galvanometer did 
not show any deflection. The deflections were momentarily seen only when the key was 
opened or closed.
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In another experiment, coil 1 was carrying a steady current and as coil 1 was 
being brought close to coil 2. the galvanometer showed a deflection. As the coil 1 was 
moved away, the galvanometer showed a deflection, but now in the opposite direction. 
This deflection lasted as long as the coils were in relative motion with respect to each 
other. If instead of a coil, a bar magnet was moved towards and away from the coil the 
same effects are obsenea.

2. 1

From these exceriments Faraday concluded that an emt was being induced in 
coil 2 when the magnetic flux linked with it was being changed either by moving a 
magnet or an electromagnet. It was this emf which was responsible for the current to flow 
in coil2 and cause a deflection in the galvanometer.

Definitions

1. Induced emf and Electromagnetic Induction :
Whenever the magnetic flux linked up with a coil changes, emf is developed in 
the coil. The emf thus developed is called induced emf and the phenomenon is 
called e.m. induction.

2. Induced Current'. Whenever the magnetic flux linked up with a coil changes, 
current flows through the coil. This current is called the induced current.

Faraday's Law

In the experiments described above, the coil 2 has many turns, let us say N. 
Assume that the same flux cp passes through each turn, the total flux linked with the coil 
of N turns is N(p. Faraday concluded from his experiments that the emf induced in coil 2 
is E where

|Ei = — Nip 11 dt

i.e. The induced emf is directly proportional to the rate of change of magnetic flux linked 
with (he circuit.
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Direction of Induced emf - Lenz's Law

In the experiment described above (Fig.3) instead of bringing the North pole 
towards coil 2 if we bring the south pole close to it the deflection of the galvanometer 
would be in the opposite direction. Bringing the N pole towards the coil, induces a 
current in the coil flowing in the counter clockwise direction, as seen by the advancing N 
pole. According to the corkscrew rule, this current produces a magnetic field that 
opposes the magnetic field of the bar magnet. The side of the coil facing the advancing 
North Pole behaves as a N poie and the two repel each other. If the experiment is 
repeated using the S pole, a clockwise current is induced in the coil making the side of 
the coil facing it the South Pole, resulting in a repulsion once again.

Therefore, we can conclude that the emf induced causes a current to flow which 
opposes the change that causes the emf. This general result is called Lenz's law and is 
stated as follows: "The induced current due to (he induced emf alway s flows in such a 
direction as to oppose the change causing it".

Faraday Lenz's law which combines both Faraday's law and Lenz's Law, relates the 
induced emf in a coil with the rate of change of magnetic flux linkage and states that "The 
emf induced in a coil is ctpial to the negative of the rate of change of magnetic flux linked 
with it".

Tli eon

The induced emf is measured by measuring the peak voltage 'e0' across a 
capacitor included in our circuit.

To estimate the peak value of the emf'e0' we rewrite the equation for 'e' as

, , _ d <b _ dti d3 
“ ~d~t ~ ~dd ‘ ~dt

The first term depends on the magnetic and the coil geometry' alone. (0 = 0 in the middle 
position and we have tp a maximum). But our interest is in d , which is actuallv

d3
zero at 0 = 0. The second term 2_^. , is deduced from the oscillation equation

d t

2 zT Z

Hence
dt J

3, sin

T
Cog

2 zTZ
(3)

3
T

T
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The peak voltage e0 in the induced emf pulse corresponds tof—) . f—1 and
occurs at positions not far from the middle position. \ dt ) \ /max

In equation 3 the cosine does not differ much from unit}- for angles close to 2nK. Hence 
we conclude that

1/0 3 f t/cq 2/r#„
™ 35 ~ (4)

Equation (3) gives us a measure of the angular velocity from which the linear velocity 
can be computed by using the relation

v = r a)

£ _ _ d $T»ml 
dt

Lenz's law is in fact just a statement of the general law of conservation of energy.
The mechanical work done in moving the magnet is converted to electrical energy which 
produces heat energy due to the resistance offered by the coil.

Methods of producing induced emf

We know that whenever there is a change of magnetic flux through the coil an induced 
emf is set up in the coil. Following are the three ways of changing the magnetic flux 
through the coil

1. changing the magnetic field
2. changing the area of the loop
3. changing the relative orientation of the coil with respect to magnetic field.
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Means to produce larger voltages

On examining the Faradav Lenz's law E = - ,Y
f d (p^ 
dt,

, where 6 is the magnetic

flux in Webers enclosed bv one turn of the coil. E can be increased by

1. increasing the number of turns of the coil (N). This has been achieved by 
performing the experiment with both single and double coils.

2. increasing the rate of change of tp. This has been achieved by increasing the 
velocity of the bar magnet passing through the coil.

Apparatus

It consists of a permanent magnet mounted on an arc of a semicircle of radius 50 cm. 
The arc is pan of a rigid frame of aluminium and is suspended at the centre of the arc so 
that the whole frame can oscillate freely in its plane. Weights are provided on the 
diagonal arm. so that by altering their positions the time period of oscillation can be 
varied from about 1.5 to 35. Two coils of about 10.000 turns of copper wire loop the 
arc so that the magnet can freely pass through the coil. The two coils are independent 
and can be connected either in series or parallel. The amplitude of the swing can be read 
from the graduations on the arc. When the magnet moves through and out of the coil, the 
flux of the magnetic field through the coil changes, inducing the emf.



( -> a > ( -/T V
I T (5)Or

This equation is obtained ?\ extending the same arguments for the ws factor in equation 
(3). In fact this equation is used to compute the velocity of the magnet.

Our investigation is main?- directed towards exploring the truth of equation 4 i.e. eo is 
proportional fo the swing amplitude 9„ and to the reciprocal of the period T.

Procedure

1. The circuit is connected as shown in the figure where

■mA
S is the coil of 10.000 turns. R is a resistance (500 Q). D is the diode. mA is a 
milliammeter. C is a capacitor (500 uF). K is the key and V is the voltmeter used 
to measure the voitage across the capacitor which is a measure of the induced 
emf.

The semicircular arc containing the magnet is released from a known angle to 
perform oscillations. The time for ten oscillations is noted to calculate the time 
period T of the oscillations. As the magnet moves in and out of the coil, an emf is 
induced and this is measured using a multimeter. The readings are taken when 
the multimeter stops showing any kicks i.e. when the capacitor is charged to a 
maximum.

L.
J The above procedure is repeated for different values of 90 and the time period 

calculated for each angle. The maximum velocity is computed from the relation 
(5) stated above.
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Observations

Capacitance = 500 uF 
Resistance = 100 Q

For two coils

Deg EMF No of
oscillations

Time (s) Time Period Vo

5" 0.8 10 20.S5 2.085 10.50
10" 1.4 10 21.08 2.108 20.73
15" 2.0 10 21.51 2.151 30.55
20" 2.6 10 21.SI 2.181 40.18
QC” 3.2 10 22.61 2.361 48.45
30" 3.8 10 23.82 2.382 56.8

(20") constant Angle - (Varying position of weights)

Deg EMF No of
oscillations

Time (s) Time Period Vo

20" 1.2 10 22.45 2.245 /
20" 1.4 10 __ -T / 2.247 /
20' 1.6 10 22.53 2.151 2.64
20" 1.8 10 •S'* _|Q 2.249
20" 2.0 10 2.255
20' 10 22.21 2.221 /
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Single Coil

Deg EMF No of
oscillations

Time (s) Time Period Vo

5° 0.4 10 20.62 2.062 10.64
10° 0.8 10 20.91 2.091 21.9
15u 1.2 10 21.21 2.121 31.00
20° l.S 10 21.90 2.190 40.01
25u n o 10 22.06 2.206 49.66
30° 2.6 10 2? ?? 59.16

Varying the positions of the weights - i.e. varying the time period — single coil

Deg EMF .No of
oscillations Time (s) Time Period Vo

20° 1.4 10 22.21 n m | 28.27

20° 1.8 10 21.61 2.161 29.06

20° 2.0 10 21.30 2.130 29.48

20° 2.2 10 21.19 2.119 29.63

20° n o 10 21.04 2.104 29.87

20° 2.4 10 20.94 2.094 29.99
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GRAPH SHOWING THE VARIATION OF INDUCED EMF
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GRAPH SHOWING THE VARIATION OF INDUCED EMF 
WITH TIME PERIOD OF OSCILLATION OF THE

BAR MAGNET

Scale: X-axis: 2 cm = 0.2 s 
Y-axis: 5 cm = 1 V
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Precautions

1. Parallax error should be avoided while setting the angle of release of the magnet.
2. The reading in the multimeter should be noted only after it stops showing deflections.
3. It should be noted that the magnet doesn't rub against the coil while passing through 

the coil.

Conclusions

• Tire emf induced increased proportionately with velocity. The graph of the emf 
induced against the velocity of the magnet was found to be a straight line.

• The graph of emf induced against time period of oscillation of the bar magnet was 
found to be a straight line.

• The emf induced increases with the number of turns of the coil wound on the core.

EXTENSION

r i

1. An extension of this experiment wouid be to studv electromagnetic 
damping. In our study we have neglected damping of the oscillations 
of the magnet The causes of damping ccuid be many. The most 
important one being that decided by Lenzs Law. Induced emf does 
not interact with the magnet but current does. Hence a study of the 
damping could be done by (i) first keeping the coil in open circuit 
fixing the initial amplitude of the magnet and measuring the amplitude 
(0n) after a number of oscillations (n).

Repeating the step (1) with a short circuited soil.

3. Repeating steps (1) and (2) using a finite ioad say 5000 resistor and a 
big capacitor say 2000uf in succession.

A group of log Oa vs n can be plotted in each case and the graphs 
interpreted accordingly.
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APPENDIX II

STUDY OF SCATTERING IN THE 
EARTH GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

INTRODUCTION

1.0. Scattering is a very common phnomenon occuring in 

our day to day life. For example

(a) Things made of glass fall on the ground/ break and 

its pieces scatter themselves all around.

(b) Lignt gets scattered by dust particles and makes the 

sky look blue.

(c) Charged particles may get scattered when exposed to 

strong fields of current.

1.1. Thus we see that scattering distributes the 

contents of a system over space/ when they were initially 

together. Sc in general we associate scattering with a 

system of particles. Scattering in fact is a change in the 

normal course of happening.

1.2. However to day in modern physics scattering has 

been given a different interpretation. The man responsible 

was Ernest Rutherford/ who discovered the importance of 

scattering. Scientists of recent years define scattering to 

be the deviation of a particle from its normal course of 

travel. Hence the word came to be associated with single

particle systems too.
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1.3.

structure o

performing 

trying very

deflect ion

interested

Gieger and

A-ter J.J.Thompson proposed a model for the 

f an atom./ many scientists set out to verify if by 

experiments. Rutherford one among them also was

hard to probe info th

of o< - particles fr:

in their trajectories

X a r s d e n to undertake

atom. He had observed the

thin metal foils and was

He requested his student 

experiment on scattering.

The concrete results of this work tallied with his

theoretical results. Cn interpreting them he found his

conclusions to get against Thompson's model of the atom.

Finally in the year 1911 he proposed his planetory model of 

the atom. With it z he introduced the nucleus/ an important 

component making up the atom/ to the world of science. Thus 

Rutherford set the trend of utilising scattering experiments 

to understand phenomenal changes in nature.

1.4. Simple experiments involving scattering of -

particles are difficult to perform in a simple high-school 

laboratory. But it is possible to study the same using an 

analogue experiment based on gravitational potential energy.

That would be the purpose of this project undertaken.

2.0. Rutherford's o<-part icle Scattering Experiment:

This experiment was perhaps the most influential single

experiment used in the development of the structure of the

atom (Fig.2.1). A narrow beam of C<-particles emitted from a 
. 214g?9i radioactive source was allowed to strike a thin gold 

4foil of about 10 atoms thick. The angular distribution of
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the scattered cZ-carticles were observed through a notable 

detector consisting of a Zinc sulphide screen ano a

microscope.

He mace the following assumptions -

" = 9

~ = " O

(a) Charge on cZ-partic1e is Ze,

(b) Charge on gold nucleus is Ze

(c) Nucleus of gold atom stays at rest throughout the 

experiment.

(d) The cZ-particle udergoes scattering only once. He then 

computed the path of one particle using Newton's TTnd Law

of motion and Coulomb's Law of Electrostatic force of

repulsion. The force being along the line joining the 

two nuclei/ changes both magnitude and direction/ as the 

c/-particle approaches the nucleus and recedes away from 

it/ (Fig.2.2)/ thus producing a scattering effect. 

Analytically/ Rutherford determined that this scattering 

depended on the distance of closest approach to the 

an equivalent lengthcalled the impact 

It is the perpendicular distance of

Velocity vector of the cZ-particle from the centre of the 

nucleus when it is far away rrom the gold atom.

or

'b'

nucleus

parameter
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I

I
Scattering

foil
Particie
detector

DIAGRAM: Schematic diagram of Rutherford’s o<- particle 
„ scattering experiment

—j*1 -' 

Further mathematical analysis led Rutherford to arrive

at the formula
zZe

tan 0/2 --------- 2
2A£omv b

w here m = mass of c<-psrticle 

v = initial velocity of

c< -particle

z = Atomic number oF helium

Z = Atomic number oc gold

9 = Angle of deflection
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impact parameterb Permittivity of free 
space

. . tan 5/2 y- 1/b

-=> 1/b tan 3/2

1
-»> b o- ----- ----

tan 3/2

. . b oc Cot 0/2

This was one of the most important conclusions that 

Rutherford derived theoretically and proved experimentally.

3.0. Gravitational force and electrostatic Corce are

similar in their inverse dependence on the square of

distance. This is definitely the reason why it should be

possible to study scattering in a gravitational field in

exactly a similar fashion as Rutherford did.

3.1. Very near to the surface of the earth the variation 

in force is considered to be negligible. Hence for all 

practical purposes the force remains constant. So in order 

to study scattering/ an environment must be created in the 

earth’s gravitational field itself where a moving mass would 

be exposed to a force not only showing a considerable change 

in magnitude but also in direction. Just as in Rutherford's 

experiment/ the movement of the o<.-partic 1 es involved all the 

three dimensions/ here too the change must not confine itself

e
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to a single plane but must he able to

three dimensions.

spread over all the

3.2. A surface

experiment. hut w 

would provide the

Compare the two fig

would be an ideal environment for such an

at kind of surface must be chosen which

necessary requirements stated in 3.1. 

res given below (Fig.3.1 and Fig.3.2'.

Rail on a plain surface,. •» Ball on a curved surface --------

The difference in the two is glaring. The normal is 

Fig.3.1 remains constant both in magnitude in direction. 

However on the curved surface the normal not only changes 

magnitude but also direction. As the unbalanced force on the 

ball depends much on the normal/ it too would show a change 

in magnitude and direction. Still then the surface is short 

of our requirements/ for the normal is changing direction 

along a single plane/ in this case the plane being the one 

containing the sheet of paper. For the normal to move out of 

the plane/ we now require a three dimensional object. This 

could be got by rotating the curved surface is Rig.3.2 about
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a central vertical axis. The three dimensional object thus 

created would in a way resemble a volcano or loudspeaker.

3.3. Now an important question that arises is as to

whether all such surface would b enable to scatter balls the

way a cold atom scattered all the s<-partic1es. In other 

words would Rutherford's relation .Section 2.C) be applicable 

to scattering in these situations.

If we analyse this question theoretically the

answer would be no. To understand this well/ let us turn to

Fig.3.3 on the next page •

I* a sheet of metal is cast in the shape of the surface

or revolution generated by the curve in F ig.3.3/ then it

would simulate a 1/r potential and woul d therefore produce a
21/r repulsive force. The scattering produced by only such

surfaces will follow Rutherford's relation and not otherwise.

3.5. Now it only remains to be proved experimentally as 

to whether the statements given in section 3.4 are true or 

not/ i-e. whether all surface scatter following Rutherford's

3.3.DIAGRAM: Graph of 1/r as a funciton of r
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4.0. EXPERIMENT:

4.1. Aim: To determine whether the surface of standard 

stimulate a 1/r potential/ and Rutherford's relation hold- 

true for scattering.

4.2. Materials Required: Standard surface/ pencil/ steel 

calls/ a curved plane/ paper.

4.3. Theory: According to Rutherford/ when scattering is 

caused by a 1/r repulsive force/ the following relation

holds true.

b oC Cot 9/2

where b is the impact parameter and 

9 the scattering angle.

3y sliding a marble steel ball from a given height an. 

impact parameter can be stimulated. When the ball reaches 

the curved surface it experiences a certain repulsive force 

field. For different impact parameters the ball will change 

its direction as it leaves the curved surface. The shape cf 

the trajectory will sensitively depend on the potential
9stimulated by the curved surface. 

ziPTAGRAM: Scattering in a gravitatinal potential field
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4.4. Procedure:

(a) Constructed a circle on paper and divided it into 

360 equal divisions.

(b) Placed a loudspeaker over the paper (standard

surface)

(c) Rolled a steel ball from a distance b on inclined

plane

(d) Record the angle by which it deviated

(e) Plotted a graph of Cot 0/2 Vs b and interpreted

them.

4.4. Interpretation : It should be clear from the graph 

that for the surface cot 3/2 varies linearly with impact

parameter b as Rutherford predicted.

4.5. Cone 1 us ion : This implies that the surface is ideal
21/r potential surface and will be able to account for a 1/r 

repulsive force.
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5.0. Now tha t this experiment is clear let us move onto 

a experiment involving a surface which would stimulate a 1/r 

potential. Tt would he interesting to note that at every 

step this experiment would he comparable to that of

Rutherford's.

5.1. Comparison with Rutherford's experiment:

5.1.1. (a) Rutherford used charged particles in an 

electric potential field

(b) Here particles (balls with mass are being used 

in a gravitational field.

5.1.2. (a) The o<-particles that Rutherford used 

possessed an initial kinetic energy given by

K.E. = 1/2 mv2

where m is mass of the oC-particl.e 

v is initial velocity of oC-particle

(b) The particles or balls used in this 

experiment too possessed a similar kinetic energy given by
K.E. = 1/2 mv2

where m is mass of the ball

v is initial velocity

Note 2: The kinetic energies mentioned above in 5.1.2. (a)

and (b) are that of oc-particle in position 1 of Fig.2.2 and 

that of the ball in position 1 of Fig.4.1 respectively. P.ut 

there is a difference in the way they came to possess the
a
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OBSERVATION TABLE-1 
(along Y-axis)

Serial
No.

Impact
parameter (b) in cm

Angle of 
deflection(s) in

0/2 • Cot 0/2

1 12 72° 36.0° 1.3764

2 16 59° 29.5° 1.7675

3 20 47° 23.5° 2.2998

4 24 37° 18.5° 2.9887

5
________

28 34-'
________________

17.0° 3.2709

OBSERVATION TABLE-II 
(along X-axis)

Serial
No.

Impact
parameter (b) in cm

Angle of 
deflection(s) in

0/2 Cot e/2

1 bi =2 105° 52.5° 0.7673

2 b2 = 3 90° 45.0° 1.0000

3 b3 = 4 76° 38.0° 1.2799

4 b4 = 6 58° 29.0° 1.8040

5 b5=8 42° 21.0° 2.6051
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K.E. The C^--particle gained this K.E. by breaking away from 
. 21 dthe strong nuclear forces of the g3^1 nucleus. All the 

potential energy that the ball possessed by its virtue of 

height from the ground level was converted to its kinetic 

energy K.E. as it reached the position 1 in Fig.4.1. Tn fact 

the positions 1/ 2 & 3 of the oC-particle in Fig.2.2 are 

comparable to the positions 1/ 2 & 3 of the ball in Fig.4.1.

5.1.3. (a) The surface the electrical potential 

field in Rutherford’s experiment was a massive gold nucleus/ 

which was assured to remain stationary throughout the 

experiment.

(b) Here in this experiment too the source of 

gravitational potential field is the massive earth which 

remains stationary or unaffected by the force exerted by the 

particle.

5.1.4. (a) The direction and magnitude of the force 

exerted by the gold nucleus changes as the <xL-particles- moves

in the field.

(b) Similarly the force exerted by the earth on

the ball along the surface changes both direction and

magnitude as it moves. this is explained in section 3.2 and

3.4.

5.1.5. (a) In Rutherford's experiment the force between

the particle and the gold nucleus was repulsive.
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(b) Here the rorce between the ball and the earth 

is attractive and not repulsive.

Note 3: In this experiment we imagine this force mentioned in

5-1.5 (b) to instead originate from, the apex of the surface/

causing the ball to move away from it. Tt is in this context 
z 9that we say that scattering has t a < e n place due to a 1/r 

repulsive force.

6.0. General conclusions: After the conclusion of the

experiment it now becomes possible to draw a few general

conclusions. (Please note t~ac these conclusions are

strictly based on the experiments performed and not 

hypothetical).

6.1. Tt is certainly possible to study important aspects 

of scattering in a gravitational potential field as 

Rutherford did in an electric potential field.

6.2. However in a gravitational potential field/ a 

surface is required to manipulate the magnitude and direction 

of the force that will cause scattering.

6-3. Any force which changes magnitude and direction in |

all three dimensions can bring about the phenomenon of |

scattering. 4
2 «

6.4. Hence the force need not necessarily be of 1/r t
dependence as it was in the case c~ Rutherford's experiment.

« 
«

«
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6.5. As qutherford predicted end proved/ if scattering

is due to a l/r~ repulsive 

and the impact parameter 'b'

force then the scattering angle 

will be related as,

Cot 0/2oCb

7.0. Closing Remarks : Due to the restrictions imposed 

by time it was not possible to deal with the subject in 

detail. Hence a suggestion is made to go info a deeper study 

of the phenomenon o^ scattering.

7.1. conclusion 6.5 clearly states that for a 1/r 

potential stimulating surface/ the following relation holds 

good. i.e.:-

Cot 0/2 o<b

—> Cot 0/2 = Kb

Cot 0/2
— > K -------------- where K is a constant.

b

7.2. Now consider Fig.7.1. and observe carefully the two 

hypothetical graphs of Cot B/2 Vx b
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As the graphs are linear/ a single slope can be

associated with each of the two graphs.

Cot. 9/2
The slope for Graoh 1 is K. = --------

bl

Cot2 9/2
The slope for Graoh 2 is K = --------

b2

It is quite obvious from Fig.7.1. that f K2. But

they are supposed to be constant. This means the constants 

incorporate in themselves certain other variables which may 

very from experiment to experiment if the variable is 

dependent on the surface; or in the experiment itself; if the 

variable is dependent on any one of the materials used in the 

experiment? say the ball. It would certainly be wonderful to 

determine on what other variables would the scattering angle 

'9' depend on. Finally this may enable on to arrive at a 

formula showing the exact relation between the impact 

parameter/ scattering angle/ and other such important 

variables that have been ignored in this project.
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